Dedekind's theorem on the linear independence of isomorphisms of a field is extended to the case of linear independence of compositions of isomorphisms and powers of a derivation, D, for fields of characteristic zero which contain an element s such that Z>(s) = l.
Abstract.
Dedekind's theorem on the linear independence of isomorphisms of a field is extended to the case of linear independence of compositions of isomorphisms and powers of a derivation, D, for fields of characteristic zero which contain an element s such that Z>(s) = l.
In this paper we present an extension of the following classical theorem on the linear independence of isomorphisms of a field [1, p. 25] .
Theorem 1 [Dedekind] .
Let E and P be fields. Then the collection {F\F is an isomorphism of E into P} is left linearly independent over P; i.e., Zi=iPiF{=0,Pi inP, «_1 an integer, and F^F^or i^j implies p¡=0 for
For fields of characteristic zero, the above theorem may be extended to the case of compositions of isomorphisms and powers of a derivation on E as in the following theorem. This result is useful in the study of linear transformations on the field of Mikusinski operators [2] . Theorem 2. Let E and P be fields of characteristic zero, D a derivation of E into E, and s an element in E such that D(s)=l.
Then, the collection {FDn\Fis an isomorphism of E into P and n^O is an integer} is left linearly independent over P.
In the following we consider elements of a field E as endomorphisms of E defined for b in E by b(x)=bx for each x in E. (A field E can be embedded in the ring of group endomorphisms on the additive group E.) For the proof of Theorem 2, we will need a lemma.
Lemma. Let E and P be fields of characteristic zero, D a derivation of E into E, and s an element in E such that D(s) = \. If F and G are homomorphisms of E into P such that FDv = GDq for some integers p, c7_0, then p=q and F=G.
Proof.
If p-q=0, the result is trivial. It is easily verified that for integers/?, ^0
Hence if p>q~^.0, then 0=FDp(sq) = GDq(s")=ql is a contradiction and by the symmetry of this argument we conclude that p=q. Now suppose m >0 is the smallest integer such that FD™ = GDm. Then, if x is an element of E, from Leibnitz' formula Dm(sx) = 2 (m) Dr(s) Dm-r(x) it follows that where nt<nx for /+1_/^/j. Now if (4) holds then we may choose such a relation having a minimum /; i.e., having a minimum number of terms involving the maximum power nx of D. Thus we assume that in (4) / is minimum. Multiplying (4) on the right by s, in view of (2) Now in (7) no term in the last sum corresponds to /^.D"1-1 since if
FxDni-1=FiDni-1 for some i>2, then FxDni = FiDni which contradicts the assumption that the FjDn' are distinct. Moreover if FxDni~1 appears in a term in the first sum in (7), say FxDni-1=FiDn< for some /_2, then its coefficient is zero since F1=/r, by the lemma. Therefore FiDni~1 appears in (7) with the nonzero coefficient nxbx. Hence if /= 1, (7) contradicts the choice of nx. Suppose />1 in (4). Then, since «1>n1-l=«m = w¡+2 = ' " '^"»=0» in (6) only the first sum contains terms in which D appears to the power nx. Thus if F{(s)7^Fx(s) for some 2_/_/, then (6) contradicts the choice of /. If, on the other hand, Fi(s)=Fx(s) for each 2_:z_:/ then as before (6) contradicts the choice of nx since the first sum vanishes and FiDni~1 appears with the nonzero coefficient w^. Therefore we conclude that no minimum / exists and so the relation (3) holds only if ¿>t=0 for /=1, 2, • • • ,/? which concludes the proof.
Corollary.
Let E be afield of characteristic zero, D a derivation of E into E, and s an element in E such that D(s)=l.
Then the collection {Dn\n^.O is an integer} is left linearly independent over E.
